Goulds IC i-FRAMETM Series
ISO Chemical Process Pumps for Worldwide Applications

Goulds IC i-FRAMETM Series
Worldwide Solutions for Process Pumping and Controls
Reducing Pump Life Cycle Costs
Goulds Pumps IC family of ISO chemical process pumps is
designed in accordance with ISO 5199 and ISO 2858,
making it ideal for worldwide chemical or industrial
process applications. The IC pump range includes:
• 34 hydraulic sizes
• Flows up to 450 m3/h (1980 GPM)
• Heads up to 160m (514 Feet)
• Temperatures from -40°C to 280°C (-40°F to 530°F)
• Pressures up to 25 Bar (360 PSI)

Installations
Worldwide

The IC series represents over 150 years of process pump
experience to define a solution which truly reduces your
pumping Life Cycle Cost. Utilizing a modular design, the
IC pump offers broad hydraulic coverage while minimizing
the number of pump components for reduced
maintenance and inventory cost.
The IC series consists of multiple pump configurations,
which have been engineered by ITT hydraulic specialists
from Goulds Pumps, to meet both the pumping and
environmental needs of customers in the Process Industry.
Included in the range is:
• IC - 16 Bar, mechanically sealed version for most
process fluid pumping.
• ICP - 25 Bar, centerline mounted unit for high
pressure and high temperature applications.
• ICB - compact, close-coupled design for economical,
space-saving service.
• ICM - magnetic drive, sealless arrangement for the
handling of hazardous or sensitive liquids.

The IC series is available in a comprehensive range of
materials which include ductile iron, 316 Stainless Steel,
Duplex Stainless Steel, Alloy 20, Hastelloy B and C, and
Titanium.
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Goulds IC i-FRAME Series

ITT Goulds proven pump hydraulic designs utilize precision
cast, enclosed impeller for maximum efficiency, low NPSH
and reduced hydraulic loads. In addition, all mechanically
sealed pumps have been engineered with our patented
Cyclone Seal Chamber, a feature proven to provide the
optimum sealing environment for extended seal life, critical
in reducing Life Cycle Cost.

Global Presence
The IC i-FRAME family of products has a complete world-wide presence.
With manufacturing, engineering, sales and inventory in multiple regions, this product can support your needs everywhere
in the world. You can rest assured that we will support your industrial pump requirements, even if you specify and order
the pump in one country and need to install it on the other side of the world.

125 Countries

I

110+ Distributors/Agents		

I

3,200 Employees

We will be there for you.

Goulds IC i-FRAME Series
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Goulds Reliability
Long-term Reliable Performance Means Lower Life-Cycle Costs.
Operating Cost
30%

Maintenance Cost
41%

Only 5% is the initial pump cost

Purchase Cost
5%

Installation Cost
24%

When selecting a chemical process pump, look for the
design features that help lower maintenance costs as well
as operating and installation costs. Design features that
maximize reliability and ensure long-term maintainable
hydraulic performance help lower the “total cost” of
pump ownership. In a typical process pump, over a 20
year pump life, 95% of the total costs are maintenance,
operation and installation costs.

The Keys to Reliable Performance

The “Cyclone” Seal Chamber and a Heavy Duty Bearing Frame.
Patented cyclone seal chamber design maximizes seal life.

FACT:

Patented

The number one cause of
pump downtime is failure
of the shaft seal. Typically, seal
failures are the result
of an unfavorable seal
environment such as poor heat
dissipation, poor lubrication or
operation in the presence of
solids or vapors.

• A tapered bore design enhanced with a helical
groove removes suspended solids away from
mechanical seal components resulting in
extended seal life.
• Increased radial clearance and volume provides
improved cooling for extended seal life.
• Seal venting design eliminates a build-up of vapors
in the seal area.
• Patented design has been rigorously tested for
reliable results.

Optimized Oil Sump Design
Internal sump geometry is optimized for longer bearing life. Sump size increased by 10% – 20% results in better heat
transfer and cooler bearings. Contoured design directs contaminants away from bearings, to the magnetic drain plug for
safe removal.
FACT:
The second largest cause of pump downtime is bearing failures. Over
90% of all pump bearing failures are the result of inadequate or
contaminated lubrication.

Rigid bearing frame extends pump life.
• Large capacity oil sump results in cooler, cleaner oil
The Model IC ISO chemical pump has the largest
sump in its class!
• Heavy duty bearing sized for L10 bearing life
in excess of 17,500 hours.
GOULDS
Competitor
• Rigid, stainless steel shaft resists corrosion while
maintaining shaft deflections below 0.05 mm.
• Hybrid labyrinth oil seals maintain clean oil sump.
• O-ring seal between frame and lantern ensures
clean oil environment.
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Larger Means Cooler
GOULDS
Industry Average
GRP III
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Shaft Sealing Solutions
Engineered to Extend Seal Life and Lower Maintenance Costs
Based on over 150 years of providing pumping solutions to the Chemical Process
Industry, ITT Goulds Pumps can provide a shaft sealing system that best meets
your application requirements. Key to our shaft sealing program is placing the
best shaft sealing solution in the best operating environment for long life and
reduced maintenance and operating costs.

Patented Cyclone Seal Chamber Design
At the heart of our program is the patented cyclone seal chamber that not only provides the optimum seal environment in
the presence of solids and vapors, but also improves maintainability and reduces installation cost by eliminating seal flush
piping.
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Here’s how it works:

1 Cast helical ribs act as a barrier to particles traveling within the inward boundary
layer flow found on the tapered walls of the seal chamber.

2 Once caught in the grooves of the helical ribs, the “cyclone-like” rotational velocity
created by the impeller carries particles out of the seal chamber away from the seal.
Solids removal is key to prevent seal and seal chamber
wear as well as clogging of the mechanical seal for guaranteed reliability.
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Maximum seal flexibility
Because selecting the best seal for the application is key to extended pump reliability, seal chambers for the Model IC
pump have been designed in accordance with ISO 3069
to support the use of a wide range of seals.
The shaft sealing arrangements possible include the use
of any DIN 24960L 1K compliant seal arranged in single, single with quench, double (back-to-back) or tandem
configurations. Sealing with cartridge type seals is also possible for customers seeking to obtain further reductions in
downtime and maintenance costs.

Proprietary mechanical seal
Also available is a propriety mechanical seal engineered
for optimum performance when installed in the cyclone seal chambers. Our mechanical seals feature balanced seal faces
installed in a stationary spring design that has been integrated with the pump shaft sleeve. This arrangement extends seal
reliability and reduces customer costs.
GS11 Single Mechanical Seal

Benefits of our mechanical seal design
• Eliminates shaft sleeve fretting for extended seal life.
• Balanced design reduces face loading.
• Springs are located external to the pumpage which
helps reduce seal clogging and corrosion.
• Unitized shaft sleeve and seal simplify installation
and reduce spare parts.

Goulds IC i-FRAME Series
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Goulds Patented i-FRAMETM
Power Ends
Extended Pump Life Through
Intelligent Design

1

Goulds i-FRAME Power Ends are the result of 160 years of
design experience, customer interaction, and continuous
improvement. Customers get extended Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) and lower life cycle costs (LCC) ... guaranteed!

Condition Monitor

2

Inpro VBXX-D Hybrid Bearing Isolators
Most bearings fail before reaching their potential life.
They fail for a variety of reasons, including
contamination of the lubricant. INPRO VBXX-D has
long been considered the industry standard in
bearing lubricant protection. The i-FRAME now
improves upon that design by offering stainless steel
rotors, for maximum protection against contaminants
and the corrosive effects of seal leakage or
environmental conditions. These seals are noncontacting and do not wear.
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Internal sump geometry is optimized
for longer bearing life. Sump size
increased by 10%-20% results in
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3 Optimized Oil Sump Design

Relative Life of Bearing Housing Protection Devices
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Failures can happen between
monitoring intervals

A reliability
program centered
around walk-arounds
captures equipment
condition on average
once a month; the failure
process, however, can
begin and end quite
rapidly within this
time period.

severity

		
The heart of the i-FRAME, the
		
i-ALERT condition monitor unit
		
continuously measures vibration
		
and temperature at the thrust
		
bearing and automatically
indicates when pre-set levels of vibration and
temperature have been exceeded, so that changes to
the process or machine can be made before failure
occurs. A visual indication of pump health makes
walk-around inspections more efficient and accurate.
The result is a more robust process to monitor and
maintain all your ISO and ANSI pumps so that your
plant profitability is maximized.
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4 Shaft and Bearings Engineered for

ISO 5199 Shaft Specification

Maximum Reliability

Every IC i-FRAME Power End is engineered and
manufactured for optimal pump performance and
increased MTBF.
The rugged shaft and bearing combination maintains shaft
deflection of less than 50 µm at all operating points. The
result is longer seal and bearing life.

Oversized shaft with double
row thrust bearings provide
increased L’10 life by 40%.

Max. radial runout of
the inner ring, µm
15

Premium severe-duty thrust bearings increase bearing
fatigue life.
• High purity steels have fewer inclusions than
standard steel − better grain structure and wear
resistance.
• Heat treatment of bearing elements to SO
stabilization levels provides superior thermal
stability for increased service life.

10
5

20-30

35-80
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Bore diameter, mm
Previous standard bearings
i-FRAME bearings

• Bearing Balls are manufactured to at least one ISO
grade above standard (ISO P5 for ring running
accuracy and ISO P6 for dimensions). The result
is reduced vibration and noise for improved
shaft guidance.

5 Unique Two-Piece Power End Design
The IC power end is designed like no other pump power
end in the market today. The unique two-piece design
provides a more reliable sealing of the frame, better
alignment of key components and reduced maintenance
time and effort.

1

3

2

• Only one static o-ring is needed to seal the entire
frame. No gaskets.
• No additional components such as separate bearing
housings or bearing covers. Fewer parts means less
stack-up tolerance issues. Maintenance and repair
procedures are much easier compared to other
process pumps.
• One precision machined fit pilots the two power end
halves together. More reliable and repeatable
alignment between the bearings, shaft, seal, impeller
and casing.
• No dynamic elastomeric seals! Only non-contacting
labyrinth oils seals with static o-rings. No dynamic
seal components that could wear out and leak.
Provides more reliable lubrication retention and
a cleaner environment for the high performance
bearings.

Only 3 sealing points!

Our Guarantee
We are so confident that the i-FRAME
is the most reliable Power End in the
industry, that we are proud to offer a
standard 5-year warranty on every ISO
and ANSI i-FRAME Process Pump.

5
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WARRANTY
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Goulds Engineered Pump
Mounting Systems

Proper installation and alignment are two key elements
to maximize pump reliability. There are multiple mounting
systems for the Model IC series. Simple to install, they
provide a mounting platform resistant to corrosion and
distortion while maintaining pump alignment and
dampening the effect of harmful vibrations.

Standard Baseplate Design
• Rigid fabricated steel design
• Machined pump and motor mounting surfaces
make final alignments quick and accurate
• Dimensions conform to ISO 3661 for easy installation
• Suitable for grouted and ungrouted applications
• Optional drip pan with 1" drain connection
• Available in stilt mounted arrangement

Feature Baseplate Design
• Structurally reinforced for maximum torsional and
axial stiffness
• Machined pump and motor mounting surfaces
• Complies with ISO 3661
• Includes value-added features:
-- Stainless steel drip pan with 1" drain
-- Motor adjustment screws
-- Vertical leveling screws
-- Earthing lug
8
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Standard Options
Designed for Flexibility to Meet Customer Needs
Bearing Frame Options

1

1

3
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3
4
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Suction Inducer

GREASE LUBRICATION
Fitted with grease fitting for regreasable bearings or sealed for
grease for life bearings.

CONSTANT LEVEL OILER
Preset for correct oil level. Oil reservoir decreases
maintenance intervals.

MAGNETIC OIL SEAL
Optional Magnetic oil seals provide a sealed bearing housing for
special applications. Requires addition of frame breather fitting.

PROVISIONS FOR BEARING MONITORS
Tapped connections for thermocouple and vibration
sensing monitoring.

Inducer benefits:

All sizes of the Model IC ISO chemical
pump can be supplied with an optional
suction inducer which can extend the
operating range of the pump by
improving the inlet flow into the
impeller, resulting in reductions of
NPSHr. Inducers provide a more
economical pumping solution as smaller,
faster pumps can often be used. In
addition, inducers can help eliminate
cavitation caused by intermittent process
conditions and entrained gas or vapor.

• Reduces NPSHr by 35–50% – ideal for marginal NPSH
applications
• Allows for use of smaller, faster pumps – reducing
costs
• Eliminates pumping problems on services with
entrained gas
• No compromise to pump operating range
• All sizes available in stainless steel and higher
constructions.
• Proven design with over 30 years of application
experience.

High Temperature Service
BEARING FRAME FINNED
COOLER
Directly cools oil for lower bearing
operating temperature. Requires
minimal cooling water. Corrosion
resistant construction. Recommended
for temperatures over 180° C when
using conventional oil, over 230° C
when synthetic oil is used.

JACKETED CASING AND
SEAL CHAMBER
For heating and cooling of product.

CASE WEAR RINGS
Renews pump performance.

Goulds IC i-FRAME Series
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IC Series i-FRAMETM
Featuring

Patented Monitoring

CONDITION MONITOR (U.S. Patent 8,154,417)
Constantly measures vibration and temperature at the
thrust bearing. Colored LED’s indicate general pump
health. Provides early warning of improper operation
before catastrophic failure occurs.

POWER END
Designed for reliability and extended pump life,
backed with a 5-year warranty.

INPRO VBXX-D HYBRID LABYRINTH SEALS
Prevents premature bearing failure caused by
lubricant contamination or loss of oil. Stainless
steel rotors for optimal performance in corrosive
environments.

HEAVY DUTY SHAFT AND BEARINGS
Rigid shaft designed for minimum deflection
at seal faces−less than 50 µm. Bearings sized
for 10-year average life under tough operating
conditions. Available with or without shaft
sleeve.

PREMIUM SEVERE-DUTY THRUST BEARINGS
Premium bearings using improved tolerance and
cleaner steel provide reduced assembled runout
and longer bearing life.

ONE - INCH BULL’S EYE SIGHT GLASS
Assures proper oil level critical to bearing life.
Can be mounted on either side of pump for
installation flexibility.

OPTIMIZED OIL SUMP DESIGN
Increased oil capacity provides better heat
transfer for reduced oil temperature. Bearings
run cooler and last longer. Contaminants
directed away from bearings to magnetic
drain plug.

MAGNETIC DRAIN PLUG
Standard magnetic drain plug helps protect
bearings and prolong life.
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DUCTILE IRON FRAME ADAPTER
Material strength equal to carbon
steel for safety and reliability.

CASING
• Heavy duty, top centerline discharge casing with integral cast feet
provides maximum resistance to pipe loads for improved seal and
bearing life
• Minimum 3mm corrosion allowance maximizes pump life for
corrosive and erosive applications
• Back pull out design makes maintenance activities safe and simple
• Standard 3/8" NPT casing drain for safe maintenance
• Renewable wear ring maintains pump performance over the life of
the pump (optional)

IMPELLER
• Precision-cast enclosed impeller
design provides maximum efficiency
and optimum NPSH performance
• Preferred by ISO 5199 for maximum
mechanical seal life
• Standard back vanes or balance holes
reduce axial thrust and seal chamber
pressures for extended bearing and
seal life
• Key driven for maximum reliability;
eliminates spinoffs due to reverse
rotation during start-up

SEALING FLEXIBILITY
Wide range of sealing arrangements
available to meet service conditions.
Engineered seal chambers improve
lubrication and heat removal (cooling) of
seal faces for extended seal life
and pump uptime.

POSITIVE SEALING
Fully confined gasket at casing joint
protects alignment fit from liquid, makes
disassembly easier.

RIGID CASING FEET
Reduce effects of pipe loads on shaft
alignment; pump vibration reduced.
Conforms to ISO 5199 and ISO 2858 for maximum reliability and ease of installation.
Superior hydraulic design for maximum performance and extended mechanical reliability.

Goulds IC i-FRAME Series
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Hydraulic Coverage
50Hz Performance
SPEED 2900 RPM Q (US GPM)
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60Hz Performance
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Dimensions
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Parts List and Materials
of Construction
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Goulds ICM Series
Magnetic Drive, Sealless, Leak Proof
The ICM metallic magnetic drive process pump safely
and reliably handles difficult fluids such as corrosives, toxic, and ultra pure liquids. Complies with ISO 2858, 5199, and 15783.

Specifications
• Capacities to 340 m³/h (1490 US gpm) at 2900 rpm
& 400 m³/h (1760 US gpm) at 3500 rpm
• Heads to 160 m (525 feet) at 2900 rpm & 210 m
(685 feet) at 3500 rpm
• Temperature Range -40° C to 180° C (-40° F to 360° F),
optional as ICMP up to 280° C (530° F)
• Pressures to 16 Bar (235 PSIG), optional 25 Bar (360
psi); sizes 65-40-315 and 80-50-315: 25 Bar (360 psi)
standard
• Materials – Stainless Steel (1.4408), Duplex Stainless
Steel (1.4517), Alloy 20 (1.4536), Hastelloy C (2.4811)

Reliable, Simple – Easy To Maintain
Maintenance Made Simple
The ICM was designed with the end user in mind.
Fewer parts make planned maintenance faster and easier
than other sealless and sealed process pumps. The S group
is also available in a close coupled configuration,
eliminating the need for time-consuming pump and
motor alignment.
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Leadership in Sealless
Pump Technology
Design Features for Extended Pump Life
Bearing Cartridge

Containment Shell

Individual bearings are contained in a
single cartridge assembly.

The containment shell is the most important component
isolating the pumpage from the atmosphere.

• Bearings are made of highly
abrasion and corrosion resistant
silicon carbide. Dryguard™
bearings are available for
protection against occasional dry run
conditions.
• In the event of bearing failure, the cartridge design
contains the bearings and prevents further damage to
pump internals.
• Installation and replacement of bearings is simple.
Only one component to install.

• The containment shell
is a deep-drawn single
piece design made from
Hastelloy C for reliable
corrosion resistance.
• The vortex-breaking bead
at the bottom of the can
prevents erosion.
• Burst pressure is greater
than 150 bar.

Dryguard™ Bearings

High Temperature Applications

The heat generation from dry
run conditions is the number
one mode of failure for
sealless pumps. Dryguard™ is
a diamond-like carbon that
reduces the coefficient of
friction by over 70% enabling
short periods of safe
operation under dry run conditions.

The High Temperature option is
perfect for applications between
180°C and 280°C. This option
includes Samarium Cobalt
magnets and a special High
Temperature bearing cartridge
designed to handle the
additional rate of thermal
expansion.

Dryguard™ is up to 2X harder than silicon carbide, ensuring
its benefits cannot be compromised in even the harshest
conditions.

Goulds ICM-B Series
Close-Coupled Economical Design
Specifications
• Block Pump design available on all Frame 24 sizes
• Adapters available for IEC and NEMA Motor Frames
• Eliminates coupling and alignment concerns

Goulds IC i-FRAME Series
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Goulds IC Series
Goulds ICP Series
High Pressure and High Temperature
The ICP is a heavy duty chemical process pump designed
for extreme temperatures (-40° C to 280° C) and pressures
to 25 Bar. Centerline mounted casing controls thermal
growth and maintains pump alignment for extended
seal life. Complies with ISO 5199.

Specifications
• Capacities to 450 m³/h (1980 USgpm)
• Heads to 150 m (492 feet)
• Temperature Range -40°C to 280°C (-40° F to 535° F)
• Pressures to 25 Bar (363 PSIG)
• Materials – Carbon Steel (1.0619), Stainless Steel
(1.4408), Duplex Stainless Steel (1.4517),
Hastelloy C (2.4811)

Goulds ICB Series
Close-coupled, Economical Installation
The ICB close-coupled chemical process pump provides
an economical, space-saving design, which simplifies
installation and reduces costs. Precise alignment eliminates
the multiple craft installation costs.
No baseplate. No flexible coupling. Floor space utilisation
is maximized. Complies with ISO 2858. Available on all
frame 24, 32, and 42 pump sizes.

Specifications
• Capacities to 340 m3/h (1490 USgpm)
• Heads to 160 m (525 feet)
• Temperature Range -40° C to 140°C (-40° F to 280° F)
• Pressures to 16 Bar (235 PSIG)
• Materials – Ductile Iron (0.7043), Stainless Steel
(1.4408), Duplex Stainless Steel (1.4517)
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PR

services
Reliability has no quitting time.
Building on over 160 years of Goulds Pumps experience,
PRO Services provides an array of services focused on
reducing equipment total cost of ownership (TCO) and
increasing plant output, including predictive monitoring,
maintenance contracts, field service, engineered upgrades,
inventory management, and overhauls for pumps and other
rotating equipment.

Parts & Inventory

Plant Performance

Repair & Upgrades

• Efficient and timely
parts supply

• Equipment monitoring &
control products and services
to improve system reliability
and up-time

• Repair to OEM standards

• Engineered parts for obsolete
equipment (ProCast)
• Reverse engineering and
rapid pattern manufacturing

• Full service maintenance

• Inventory analysis and
management

• ITT on-site experts identify
and resolve bad actor
equipment issues through:

• Replacement pumps
• Goulds Pumps parts

contracts

– Root cause failure analysis
– Energy performance audits
and improvements

– Maintenance, operator and
management training

• Field service
• Scheduled maintenance and
plant shutdowns
• Engineered drop-in
replacements
• Upgrades:

– Upgrade pumps to the

latest API standard editions
– Hydraulic re-rates to
operate pumps at the
customer's required setting
– Mechanical & material upgrades
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Visit our website at
www.gouldspumps.com

UNITED STATES

UNITED KINGDOM

EGYPT

SINGAPORE

240 Fall Street
Seneca Falls
New York 13148 USA
Tel: + 1-315-568-2811
Fax: + 1-315-568-2418

Jays Close, Viables Estate
Basingstoke
Hampshire
RG22 4BA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1256311900
Fax: +44 (0) 1256311955

8 Ahmed El Shediak
Ard El Golf
Heliopolis
Cario
Egypt
Tel: +20 2 4143782
Fax: +20 2 2912121

10 Jalan Kilang #06-01
Singapore 159410
Tel: +65 62763693
Fax: +6562763685
ipgsin@itt.com

THE NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

RUSSIA

GERMANY

Korteweg 2
3261 NH Oud-Beijerland
Tel: +31 186 635 500

Nieuwe weg, 1
2070 Antwerpen
Tel: + 32 (0) 37220828
Fax: + 32 (0) 37722987

Myasnitskaya str. 48
Business Centre,
Myasnitskaya Plaza
107078, Russia, Moscow

Laubanger 23
96052 Bamberg
Germany
Tel: + 49 (951) 9178340
Fax: + 49 (951) 9178342

INDIA

BRAZIL

201, Pentagon Tower-2,
Magarpatta City, Hadapsar,
Pune- 411 013,
India
Phone: +91-20-39150000
Fax: +91-20-39150006

Estrada Itú – Salto, Km 40,4
Bairro Guarau, Salto/SP
13324-195 Brazil

240 Fall Street
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
www.itt.com
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